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About This Content

Experience the power of the Norfolk Southern SD40-2 with custom cab!

Features of the EMD SD40-2 - Norfolk Southern include:

Brand new Custom Cab and in-cab Signals!

Fan Animation

Ditch Lights

Night Lighting

Truck Sounds

Auto Running Numbers

NOTE: To use this locomotive once installed you can find the locomotive under the Trainz Tab when searching for "EMD" in
surveyor.
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My overall rating for Hand of Fate: Wildcards: 100\/100

Pros:
+ New Fates
+ Enhanced choices
+ Additional strategies
+ Price

Cons
- Same glitches
- Sometimes luck-based

This DLC is a great job from Defiant Development. Nine new fates, encounters and equipment, additional strategy to play and
more possibilities, how to gain or lose.

It is a great addition, which enhances the possibilities to play the main game and beat new challenges, a valuable increase of
replayability. Further more, the price is more than reasonable, worth its content.

Just that some glitches remained, but that is only a cosmetical feature. If you like the main game, definitely go for this one.

Hand of Fate review: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/profiles\/76561198086505175\/recommended\/266510\/. Actually a pretty
decent little game. Good atmosphere, story, and had a few good scares through the play. Had a little bit of a framerate issue in
the main apartment complex area because I assume there are just too many assets loaded \/ optimization issues but that was
manageable.. Well done mechanics with many levels and difficulties.
But absolutely only for patient people, because of the frustration you get when falling down again.
Not for me.. Finlay i got to try it. :D Been waiting for this gem of a game since i first saw it Spillexpo 2013.
Well spent money for this little masterpiece. My play through went flawless during the two hours i played.
No glitches or half-done stuff just pure eye and ear-candy from the first colors till the end.
I warmly reccomand this game if you want a break from the regular noisy comers games.

Big thanx to Moondrop. Feels very much like the early final fantasy games. huge world with many things to do but its easy to get
lost or not figure out where to go next.. I love this game! I know it's fairly early-ish with development but it has some potential
to be fun. Solo play is very difficult but I still enjoyed blasting stuff with the planes.. This game is like a simplified version of
Dungeons of Dredmor but without the humor. It feels more like a glorified flash game. That said, I am still enjoying it for what
it is. If your in the mood for something light, give this a try.. Good minuture game, can be nice but gets boring after a while. To
improve this game the devs should have more ideas for different types of game modes. Without changing the game base you
should just make slight changes to the game to give it more content and modes and it will be more interesting for longer. Overall
worth a try.
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Well, it's a nice game. You can do it to games like "Angry Bird", especially because this is game which you can play on
smartphones too. In the game you have to save dodos while they are just running even when they die because of it. So you make
the way clear for them, what can be tricky sometimes. It is ok, when you play it between some other things or just have to spend
some time..  What is Risen 3 - Uprising of the Little Guys?

A downloadable content (DLC) for the game Risen 3 - Titan Lords, a Role-Playing game by Piranha Bytes.

 Did you like it?

Yes, I did.

 Why should I buy it?

The DLC gives you a new side story with new characters and enemies. There also is an additional island to explore.

 Are there any flaws?

Well, some of the island's parts where re-used from Risen 2 - Dark Waters.. This is one of the first hidden object
games I've ever played on Steam. I usually absolutely love hidden object games. This one, however, has multiple of one
item (but you're only supposed to choose one and you have to pick the right one out of the multiple objects). In this case
I was supposed to find clothespins. Well, there was a pair of clothespins holding up a cloth, but that wasn't the set of
clothespins you were supposed to find, it was the bunch of them in a different place. There's also spelling errors
because they didn't have enough space to write the entire item name. They shorten some words so that it could be one
thing or something completely different. They are sometimes very specific on items (parasol and umbrella are
separate).

There are also objects hidden almost completely behind something else to where you can only see a corner of it. Then
some things are so blatanly obvious, you wonder why they put it there.

The puzzles are fun. I actually really enjoyed the puzzles part of this game. I haven't made it that far into the game, so
I'm not sure if they'll keep changing or if they will just become longer versions of what has already been used, so I
guess I have that to look forward to seeing.

I wouldn't even waste my money on this game when it's on sale. The story seemed really interesting and I love this type
of story line and game, but I am majorly disappointed in how this game is made. I stopped playing this game and went
back about a week later wondering why I stopped playing and instantly found out why I had stopped..
This\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665broke me so goddamn hard I cried every night for 4 straight days. Coming
from a person who never cries at anything.

nice soundtrack
10\/10 story
joy mutant designs are really good
you'RE TEarING mE AParT LIsa!!!!!!!!!!

overall 10\/10 would cry again. Good game but hated the timed part 7/10. I feel like I paid for a race pack for
warhammer 2 with a few exclusive campaigns for old-world dlc races.

I mean, the mortal empires campaign and the old world races in general are pretty good. The content is significant, as
is the contribution to its sequel. But that price point ain't right in the current state of the game.

Recommended ON SALE. Unless you're a huge warhammer nerd like me and would bite the bullet anyway. You'll
enjoy what the first game has to offer, but it's really an overpriced race and campaign pack.. pretty nice. So nostalgic,
funny, classic, bring back old memories.. poorly made TD game
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